Hammer CLI - Bug #32444

hammer host list --help shows unusable name for IP field

04/28/2021 02:48 PM - Oleh Fedorenko

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Oleh Fedorenko
Category: Hosts
Target version:
Difficulty: easy
Triaged: No
Bugzilla link: 1913311
Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli/pull/342

Description
Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1913311

Description of problem: current hammer --csv implementation gives wrong results / some options seem inactive

hammer --csv host list --fields 'Name,IP,Organization,Environment,Operating System,Security,Bugfix,Enhancement' >> /tmp/Errata_Report.csv

miss ip , organization , environment columns even if the options are compliant to documentation obtained by # hammer --csv host list --help

Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable): tfm-rubygem-hammer_cli-0.19.2.1-1.el7sat.noarch

How reproducible: execute the command above

The issue is blocking CU to create the proper report produced periodically for review and security purposes

Associated revisions
Revision b17cc9af - 05/09/2021 05:38 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
Fixes #32444 - Force capitalized field names in help

Revision 890b8b40 - 05/11/2021 08:09 AM - yifat makias
Merge pull request #342 from ofedoren/bug-32444-unusable-ip-field

Fixes #32444 - Force capitalized field names in help

History

#1 - 04/28/2021 03:00 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Difficulty set to easy
- Assignee set to Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from New to Assigned

#2 - 04/30/2021 11:47 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from Assigned to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/hammer-cli/pull/342 added

#3 - 05/11/2021 08:09 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-3.0.0 added

#4 - 05/11/2021 08:37 AM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

#5 - 06/08/2021 02:11 PM - Oleh Fedorenko
- Fixed in Releases hammer-cli-2.5.1 added